Supporting Tables and Figures
. Co-elution data of HA SI head and Fabs from the CH65 lineage. HA SI head was purified as described in Methods and incubated with purified Fabs in a 1:2 molar excess, respectively. The complexes were assayed for interaction using a Superdex 200 10/300 column.
The volume of elution (Ve) of the free Fab and the Fab in the presence of HA SI head are listed.
The antibodies are rank-ordered based on the Ve for Fab + HA SI values. As a point of reference, interactions were considered "intermediate" or "stable" beginning with the chimeras of UCA H CH65 L and UCA H CH67 L (shaded light blue). All other antibodies were considered not to form stable interactions (shaded gray). Representative co-elution traces are shown in Figure S6 .
Interface Mutations
Heavy Chain Light Chain k a (10 3 M -1 ×s -1 )
Other Mutations
Heavy Chain Light Chain k a (10 3 M -1 ×s -1 ) Table S2 . Experimentally measured kinetic rate constants k a and k d , equilibrium dissociation constant of Fab-HA binding K D , and simulation-derived equilibrium constant K C between nonbinding and binding conformations for various additional Fabs. "N. B." indicates antibodies that bound HA at a strength below the detection limit (~100 µM). "N.S." indicates antibodies not simulated. The standard deviation is reported for each value. Simulations were with complexes for CH65 and CH67 and for free Fab for UCA. Note high mobility in the C'C" ridge (residues 49-58; highlighted by the shaded area) in the CH67 complex: this mobility is much greater than for the same residues in the UCA and CH65. Crystal contacts can explain why the mobility of CDR L1 (residues 24-30) in the crystal structures is much lower than in the simulations. The CDR loop regions are indicated by black bars. Points of conservation are marked by (*).
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